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“Reef-Side Seat”
Christa Wilm
Christa’s South Seashells & Jewelry

Christa’s South Seashells & Jewelry needed a chair for her showroom
window. The theme was Under the Sea, with floating giant fish mobiles
encrusted with shells. She encrusted a rattan chair she found, so people
could sit down and enjoy the fish mobiles. Now the chair will serve as a
seat for a good cause, The Veterans’ arm of Habitat for Humanity.
Christa’s South Seashells has been creating a signature line of seashell
fantasies for more than 20 years. Christa’s has designed and installed
everything from custom coral arrangements to wall paneling and fireplace
surrounds. From the baroque to total minimalism, she can take the
medium in any direction. With this chair she combined her love of fun
chairs with her “shelly” wit.
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“Surfers Paradise QLD”
Jeanne Coppers
That’s It Designs by Jeannie

I have recently formed my interior design company after working in this
industry for over 30 years.
My adventures in fabric, furniture, paint, art placement and design concepts
have opened the doors to many wonderful homes and owners.
My main focus has always been designs in nature especially the ocean as I am a
water woman-surfing, kayaking, paddle boarding, snorkeling and diving.
I am submitting a functioning surfboard chair with the help of my team:
Special Thanks: Nomads Surf Shop, Luke Smith, Tim Stepien and my son Johan
Coppers (in Australia)
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“Whine Not – Weeny Winer!”
Jeffrey Rogow
Jeffrey Rogow Custom Built Upholstery

We’re all about celebrating Life. We honor all our
Heroes who keep us Safe at Home. We thank you
and toast you. You’re the inspiration behind our
chair. “Cheers to You!”
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“The Bone Appetit Seat”
Talin Lyman
Talin Tropic Studio

“EXPERIENCED, RESPECTED, WELL KNOWN, and PROLIFIC……THESE are qualities
that describe Talin and her work.”
I have lived and worked as a professional artist in Delray Beach for 25 years. My
working studio has been in this area as well for over 18 years and is currently
located on Atlantic Avenue in Delray Beach on the Intracoastal. Adult and
children’s classes are taught daily by me and it is also a working studio.

Talin interviewed by
Martha Stewart

My work is regularly featured in Architectural Digest, Florida Design Magazine,
Veranda, Coastal Living, and many many more. My fabrics, Paintings, Furniture
and designs are sold at DCOTA, Atlanta Mart, High Point Market, Honolulu Design
Center, LA Design Center, and many more exclusive retailers, design centers and
stores.
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Julie Lundin
Interior Designer
NCIDQ, LEED AP

“Blue Queen”
Julie Lundin and Kendall Gillen
Golden Spiral Design

Kendall Gillen
Director of Marketing
LEED Green Associate

Golden Spiral Design – Company/Team Profile
Julie Lundin is the Founder and Director of Interior Design for Golden Spiral Design. We are an Interior
Design and Architecture firm that specializes in sustainable solutions and practices. Kendall Gillen is the
Director of Marketing and applies her Biology background to biomimicry in design and sustainability.
The name Golden Spiral is inspired by the naturally formed spiral shell that follows a sequence of
proportions that reflect nature’s mathematical ratios. We integrate the concept of nature’s innate
beauty and man’s interpretation and knowledge in our designs, services, and products. Our original art
and furniture pieces incorporate interior design principles that positively impact spaces.

Before Picture

Fabric Selected

Initial Paint

Texture Layer

Hand Rubbing

Description of Chair:
Just like the ocean glistens with shades of blue and iridescence, we have transformed this carved
corner arm chair to reflect its natural splendor. This chair is a blank canvas on which to apply artist’s
techniques. The inspiration for the color palette and texture is the relationship between water and
light. When there are spectacular views outside, the interior demands the same unique beauty. We
enjoy selecting and refurbishing furniture which is in line with our sustainable design mindset. This
vintage piece was found locally along with the donated blue velveteen fabric.

Special Thanks:
Superior Optimum Services, George Rios – Donation of Upholstery Labor
Direct Transfer, Lou Zavaletta – Donation of Velveteen Fabric

“Fit for a Queen”
Elena O’Brien Johnson
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Former Owner of True Treasurers
Palm Beach Gardens
Special Thanks: Chair donated by Victor de
Marinis of de Marinas Etc., Fabric donated by
Boca Bargoons, Upholsery by Enrico DiCembrino
From teenage war bride and widowed mother of five to acclaimed interior designer and driven entrepreneur, Elena
Johnson is dedicated to helping veterans because of her lifelong ties to the military and her admiration for those who
have served their country.
A soldier’s daughter, Elena grew up Italy and met her first husband, an American serviceman, during World War II. The
Army sergeant major died in 1966, leaving Elena, who had never worked outside the home, to launch a career at 37 to
support her family. She went back to school, opened her own firm in Houston and became one of the most sought after
interior designers in the country, working for such clients as Madame Chiang Kai-shek, the former first lady of China, as
well as movie stars and corporate executives.
In 1987, Elena moved to Palm Beach County where, three years later, she married Howard “Scrappy” Johnson, a
retired Air Force colonel and decorated fighter pilot who served in World War II, Korea and Vietnam. The couple opened
True Treasures, an antiques and consignment company with over 25,000 square feet of merchandise in two stores, and
Elena became prominent for both her business savvy and philanthropic efforts. The Johnsons , sold True Treasures in
June after nearly 25 successful years. Elena is now working on the creation of Honorable Discharge Inc. to achieve her
goal of giving back to the community by helping veterans and their families furnish their homes.
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“Anastasia Chair”
Jeanne Hall
TLC Design Studio

TLC Design Studio and TLC Interiors & Exteriors, Inc. are family owned businesses. Owner, creator, artist Jeanne Hall
employs a staff of multi-talented painters, faux finishers, mural artists, and crafts people. The creativity runs in their
family, including the professional artistic skills of her two grown sons and daughter.
Jeanne Hall started her business, TLC Interiors & Exteriors, Inc., over twenty years ago. The business has expanded
their South Florida painting services, traveling to other exotic locations, creating beautiful wall finishes and custom
surface techniques for luxury homes and resorts in California, New York, North Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, and the
Bahamas.
Artist Jeanne Hall has traveled the country and abroad continuously to expand her skills and further her career
through workshops, trade shows, art events, advanced classes and custom decorative projects. Throughout her
career, Jeanne has worked with award winning builders and designers, and some of the most skilled and talented
artists, painters and decorators in the industry.
“I love to pursue my passion for the decorative arts. I also have a passion for the ocean and boating in the waters of
the Florida Keys. The coastal interior influences of this beautiful South Florida lifestyle…have inspired many of the
finishes I have created on walls, furniture, ceilings, etc. With the inception of Chalk Paint® decorative paint by Annie
Sloan, I am fulfilling another of my life’s dreams… sharing creativity and teaching these techniques in our decorative
painting workshops in Fort Lauderdale, Florida with the best paint in the world!”
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Vicki Kirsner worked in the Commercial
Office Furniture Industry for over 25
years as one of the Founders and Design
Director of J. C. White Office Furniture &
Interiors. In 2004 Vicki launched Infinity
Designs LLC, handling commercial and
residential projects. An NCIDQ certified
designer,
Vicki is Currently VP of
Financial Resources for IFDA Florida.

“The Very Vain Vanity”
Vicki Kirsner
Infinity Designs LLC

Inspiration: This chair was found at a garage sale in
my neighborhood. The “Bark Fabric” on the seat
drew me in for a closer look. I have always
collected Vintage Glassware and clothing and this
little chair had the 1940’s Americana look to me.
Recycling the 50’s Vintage Silver Mink Cape in my
closet really gave it a glamorous new look! The
gloves were tucked in the pocket of the cape when
I found it at a consignment store several years ago.

Special Thanks: Jeffrey Rogow Upholstery for tackling the Mink Cape and Jeanne Hall
at TLC Design Studio for teaching me to use the Annie Sloan Chalk Paint and techniques.
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“Très Cher Chair”
Kris Smith
www.Krissmithart.com

Kris Smith began her professional artistic career in the Washington D.C. area,
eventually creating over 3,000 painted and sculpted portraits of sports figures,
politicians, and the famous, as well as not so famous, of it’s private citizens.
Two of her commissioned portraits hung in The White House during the Ford
and Carter administrations. Her sculpted portrait marionettes were chosen to
be one of Neiman Marcus’s “10 Most Unusual Gifts in the World” in their
Christmas Catalog resulting in guest appearances on “OPRAH”, “M.S.N.B.C.”,
and “Good Morning America”….and a 3 page article in “PEOPLE” magazine.
Working in a variety of media, her whimsical side emerges in a series of
collectable wood and clay sculptures dubbed the “Little Guys”. They are built of
wood with puppet-like features and invite a smile! She has completed unusual
3 dimensional murals for both adult areas and childrens’ rooms, some including
lifesize animals. She recently completed a 12’ tall contemporary painted wood
sculpture for the Women in Distress Center in Deerfield Beach, Florida, which
opened in June, 2011. Recent clients include Suze Orman and Dr. Phil McGraw.
Please check out her “Artobiography” video and visit her website.
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“Home Sweet Home”
Susan Heller and Tom Daugherty

Susan Heller, Owner
Interior Designer
Interior Motifs Inc.

Tom Daugherty, Certified G. C.
T Square Construction Services, LLC
www.TSquareFL.com
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“Presenting Flora the Fish”
Debbie Hite
D Hite Designs

Debbie Hite is an artist that has lived in and painted on 3 different continents. Capturing portraits
of people, pets, wildlife, or different elements in nature are some of her most exciting pieces in her
portfolio. Debbie paints in realism or a whimsical nature. Another specialty of hers is hand painting
and decorating furniture to intermingle with treasured pieces in ones household.
Her chair, “Flora The Fish”, presently is the only one of her kind in existence and currently resides in
Boca Raton Florida. Not to be confused with Tommy Bahama or Mackenzie-Child's flair, as she is
not related to either one of them. She is a total Diva on land or sea and would make a quite a
splash in your humble abode!
Special Thanks: to Custom Woodworking by Leo who donated the labor for the custom
wood seat pad that secures the tuffet to the chair. (561) 716-4230
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“The Vintage Snake Chair“
Jenny Vance
President, Astoria Compass

Astoria Compass has a family-oriented and long established presence in the hospitality and interior
design industries, crafting high-end, custom furnishings for thousands of three to five-star hotels and
residences over the past 40 years. Whether developing contemporary or traditional pieces, Astoria
Compass’ largest strength lies in it’s craftsmanship, creating everything from seating to casegoods with
bespoke precision.
The vintage Snake Back Chair being auctioned off was one of the first chairs Astoria Compass produced
when it was founded in 1970 in New York. The chair was popular for many years, but has since been
discontinued with only a handful left in existence. Its unique combination of elegance and thoughtful
design seamlessly interweaves antique gold and slender wood to create a masterful piece of
craftsmanship. The chair’s caramel wood and upholstered seat highlight the striking golden snakes that
twist through the design on the chair’s high back
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“P.S. I Love You….”
Michelle Heller
IBM SE Credit Union

Inspired by the selfless service of our soldiers in the military, Michelle Heller of Lake Worth,
created “P.S. I Love you…” as a commemoratory piece in honor of these brave men and
women. “P.S. I Love you…” is a representative collection of postcards and stamps sent from our
soldiers overseas to their loved ones back home. With a degree from Palm Beach State College
in Interior Design, Michelle spent over a decade working with various firms from South Florida
to Colorado. Currently working for the non-profit financial institution IBMSECU, Michelle Heller
brings her creative flair and was able to spearhead this project at her company for the IFDA to
Benefit Habitat for Humanity, Veterans Build
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“A Pretty Penny”
Antonette Barblaco
IBM SE Credit Union

A Pretty Penny
Always wanting to do something for the soldiers, Antonette Barbalaco finally got the
chance. Thanks to her co-worker, Michelle Heller, for approaching her with the IFDA
Auction to benefit Habitat for Humanity of South Palm Beach County Veterans Build. The
inspiration for this chair is derived from a family member who is in the military- 3rd Brigade
Combat Team 82nd Airborne Division (Panthers), 187th regiment of the Folgore Brigade
(Airborne).
Proud to support her cousin in the armed forces.
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“The Last Sunset”
Ginger Kane and
Rosemarie Oakley
IBM SE Credit Union

My Name is Ginger Kane. I grew up as a military brat, so I am from everywhere.
My Dad called us Heinz 57 a little of everything. My dad is my hero, hardworking
and always made people laugh and feel good, he was career military. He always
reached out to the younger Service Men and Women, bringing them home for
the holidays, never an empty seat at the table. I have been involved in other nonprofit events but this one is close to my heart. This one’s for you Dad.
Ginger Kane

The inspiration for this chair was “The Last Sunset”, a beach type
theme. Ginger and I hope you enjoy the chair as much as we enjoyed
this project!

Rosemarie Oakley

My name is Rosemarie Oakley. I work for the IBM SE EFCU as a Performance and
Development Specialist. I enjoy donating my time to non-profit charities as much
as I can. When picking a charity or event, I usually try to pick one that has to do
with the military in some way. My father and brother completed service in the
military while I currently have three nephews and a brother in-law on active duty.
This makes this project special for me.
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Chair Story

“Welcome Home”
Gabriel Chocron
MSC Marketing Inc.

Gabriel Chocron is a Venezuelan born artists who lived in Israel for 11 years. As part of the
"israeli experience " join the IDF for three years and later went to study Fine Art at the
University of Haifa and USF (university of south Florida) as a student exchange program.
Today lives in Florida with his wife and two children's and work together in their Marketing
company MSC Marketing a full marketing agency offering marketing consulting, graphics and
web design.

As an Israeli soldier, part of the experience is how people treated you when you "were back". Strangers
would pay for your lunch on the way home or just salute you out of appreciation. Once I moved here I always
was shocked of how "citizens" would treat their soldiers, specially not only after Vietnam but also nowadays.
all a soldier wants and all those who risked their lives for their country, is to be "welcomed home". My piece
is made with a mixed media of acrylic and a woodcut print made 20 years ago that represented my feeling
after serving the army... We are the same people, baseball hat or a helmet and deserve to be appreciated.
The image is me holding a big rose with the background of regular people, soldiers and a hidden sniper in the
bottom as I served I the military as a sniper. The chair background is the American flag colors blending in the
bottom with the ground colors and a darker sky with stars (also as the flag stars). We should all be united and
always "welcome home" our soldiers.
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“Heroes’ Heartz =
Freedom @ Home”
Caroline Baer Rogow
Panache Designs, Inc.

Panache Designs, Inc.
Is touched by this oh so worthy cause: Our Heroes At Home.
Panache is deeply grateful to the uber talented Salvatore Principe
For donating his Heart, in more than one way. Salvatore is a
True giver. We took a very unloved chair and transformed her/him.
It now has a heart.
Special Thanks: We thank Jeff Rogow Custom Upholstery for his golden hands.
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“Lady Payton’s Sunken Treasure”
Stephanie Ferguson
S F Designs
Stephanie Ferguson, owner of SF Designs, now brings the
unique, sophisticated style and flair from her specialty apparel
and personal accessory designs to Home Décor and exquisite
one-of-a-kind home accessories.
She embraces traditional elegance with exotic influences
while bringing a fresh contemporary perspective to the
indulgence and simplicity of Coastal living.
Her artwork and approach to interior design have been influenced by time spent in the homes, artisan
workshops and museums of the art capitols of Paris, London and New York as well as in the seaside
villages of Nantucket, Bermuda, Key West, Palm Beach and the Caribbean.
SF Designs offers a full range of Affordable Decorating Services for Residential or Commercial properties
including a personalized Free On-Site “Face-Lift” Consultation. Whether you want to update your
interior or exterior living space or just need to “Stage” it for a more profitable Sale - Condos, Homes,
Estates or Commercial Projects are all guaranteed to receive the same level of high-quality attention to
detail and excellence.
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“Roberta”
Marsha Koch and Ellie Caimano

Marsha Koch,
Interior Designer
Picture Pretty Interiors
Boca Raton

Ellie Caimano,
President
Caimano Interiors, Inc.
Singer Island

We created “Roberta” in loving memory of Roberta Koch Daly and James (Jim) Caimano, a vibrant and talented
Interior Designer.
“Roberta” is inspired by my sister-in-law Roberta, one of the most ingenious, people I have known. She could
put together something fabulous out of just bits and pieces. She was always an inspiration to me.
“Roberta” began her career as an task chair but time took it’s toll. When we were dismantling a condo for a
client we spotted the draperies that were on their way to the trash. The inspiration was born. We played with
the fabric, draping it over the chair this way and that. First we were going to paint the fabric. Ellie wanted to
sew beads outlining the design. We needed to find the right beads in our box of remnants. Then I showed Ellie
an old belt and the whole design began to take shape.
When we ended up with a giant clump of fabric on the back panel we did consult our drapery lady, Adela.
Thank goodness she knew just what to do. Thank you Adela Bravo.
Eleanor Caimano, President of Caimano Interiors Inc., Singer Island, Florida
From concept to completion Ellie Caimano has been serving her clients’ interior design needs for over 40 years.
Caimano Interiors Inc. is a well-respected interior design, project management and consulting company based
in Singer Island. Currently Ellie oversees all phases of her clients projects treating their homes as if they were
her own.
As one half of Caimano Designed Interiors, she worked alongside her husband James (Jim) Caimano ASID as
they built a successful design firm beginning in the 1960’s. Over the years it encompassed projects both
nationally and internationally. In addition to serving residential and commercial clients, Jim created custom
furniture and his own line of fabrics and wallpaper. To this day his clients love living in the homes he brought to
life for them. His spirit lives on in his designs. And that is the best tribute anyone can have.
Marsha Koch IFDA, Picture Pretty Interiors, Boca Raton (www.pictureprettyinteriors.com and
www.decordreamsandschemes.com )
Interior Design has been Marsha’s passion for over 30 years. As the principal of her own firm, Picture Pretty
Interiors, Marsha strives to design, coordinate and implement all phases of her clients’ projects. She draws
together all the elements of design to create the perfect blend of function, comfort and beauty. Whether
contemporary or traditional, Picture Pretty Interiors always endeavors to design homes their clients will enjoy
for years to come
During the past seven years Marsha has also partnered with Eleanor (Ellie) Caimano of Caimano Interiors.
Together they have successfully completed many beautiful projects including kitchens, bathrooms, and custom
designed interiors from North Palm Beach to Boca Raton.
When not consulting with clients or researching her sources Marsha can be found writing her decorating blog
Décor Dreams & Schemes www.decordreamsandschemes.com or blogging for www.ifdaflorida.com.
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“The Affirmation Chair”
Elizabeth Zecca and Caroline Baer-Rogow
Design 4 The Ages

Elizabeth

Caroline

Our Company:
Design 4 The Ages specializes in Aging In Place and Universal Design with a discerning eye for beautiful
things. Our Interior Design expertise creates harmonious safe havens for our clients. Improving the quality
of our clients lives is of utmost importance through the use of well thought out designs and high quality
furnishings and fixtures.
Description of Chair:
This chair was transformed by the selection of an elegant shimmery vinyl. The diamond pattern adds
interest to the inside back. As you walk around the chair you can read the affirmation "Don't count the
days, make the days count" by Mohammed Ali and words of inspiration on the spine of the chair. These
serve as a reminder to each and every one of us that each day is precious.

Special Thanks to: Senova and Momentum Fabrics
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“The Archer”
Glen Mayo
G. Mayo Elements Inc.

CHAIR DESCRIPTION :
“The Archer”, was proudly created for this special event by Glen Mayo. It touches upon a variety of design styles,
as it features a wonderful array of remnants from Glen’s past projects of over 20 years, including sections of
wrought iron, architectural elements and design details in various metals. In respect and appreciation of our
Veterans, Glen has also fabricated and highlighted his sculptural seat with a polished. bronze star.
DESIGNER PROFILE :
With his "passion for beauty and strive for invention", Glen Mayo profoundly pairs the essential elements of art
and design through his timeless metalwork.
Having nearly 25 years of commissioned design-build experience, his career spans a unique and wide range of
site specific Sculpture, breathtaking Architectural Installations and extraordinary focal point Furniture.
The constant realm of Mayo's extraordinary work, is reflected by forms that both contrast and complement their
configurations and environments, per clean structural lines, yet, with an occasional stroke of momentary whim
..
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“Elisa Francesca Chair”
Andres Conde and Aleksander Alembert
www.aleksanderalembert.com
www.andrescondeart.com
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Andrés Conde- Artist
Pop impressionist painter Andrés Conde was
born the son of a political prisoner. His father
served seven years in Cuban prisons, and was
finally released after sustaining critical injuries,
rendering him useless to the state.
The Conde family acquired visas to Spain, and
with a few gold Spanish coins swallowed by his
father before leaving the island, they were able
to rent an apartment in Madrid. It was in Madrid
where Conde was first exposed to fine art.
Conde went from Cuba to Spain, then Spain to
New York. New York is where he fell in love with
pop art, learning from innovators, such as
Lichtenstein and Warhol. Andrés Conde became
well acquainted with Haring’s works which lined
the subway tunnels, as he and his friends,
“…threw up pieces (of graffiti)on every bit of
blank wall we could find.”
Eventually settling in Miami, like many other
Cubans. Conde finds the bright colors of Miami’s
evening sky, tropical setting, and mix of his native
Cuba’s culture with that of his adoptive mother
America’s, comforting.
Conde fixates on the beauty of the human body
and the expressive nature of the face. His goal is
to portray the dichotomy of strength and
vulnerability in people, especially women.
Andrés Conde resides in Miami and works from
his studio on Calle Ocho in Little Havana.

Brahma Kumar Raj Yogi
Aleksander Alembert- Interior Designer

Ambassador of Peace affiliated with the
government and country of India, United
Nations & Unicef. Alembert studied
metaphysics for over ten years, and has
followed a spiritual path throughout his
lifetime. He teaches Raja yoga, and is
ordained Buddisatva in the Buddhist
religion; he has pledged a life of nonviolence to all sentient beings.
Alembert has been a professional interior
designer since 1994, specializing in 18th19th century and Museum decor.
His experience in design and meditation
give him the ability to use space and decor
as therapy, considering they influence
ones personality and character. Alembert
creates a healthy balance between the
inner and outer worlds for his clientele.
Through numerous social service activities
and partnerships, Aleksander Alembert
promotes spiritual understanding,
leadership with integrity and elevated
actions toward a better world.
SEE BACK SIDE……………………………………….
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“Elisa Francesca Chair”
Collaboration by
Aleksander Alembert and Andres Conde
www.aleksanderalembert.com
www.andrescondeart.com

Louis XVI style Italian Rococo Arm Chair circa 1900, donated from the
collection of Haute Designer Aleksander Alembert, specialist in palatial and
museum decor. Upholstered in blue velvet, and framing an original oil on
canvas painting with Swarovski Crystals by famed pop expressionist artist
Andres Conde.
The portrait of the woman, Elisa Francesca, is divine and complete. She
symbolizes the future, what we strive to be. The chair represents the past.
The future and the past merge, within the chair, and become one.
beings.
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“You Can Sit With Me”
Jeff Whyman
Artist/Sculptor

Whyman was born in St. Louis in 1953. He
delights in remembering himself as an awed
child watching the Gateway Arch being built,
and he tells stories of his near simultaneous
discovery of fossil shells, of clay that he could
shape with his hands, and of fired clay in the
form of salt-glazed sewer pipe being laid in his
neighborhood.
Shells and ceramics continued to be his
interest in high school, and in college he
struggled to make a choice, first studying
marine biology in Miami and then studying
ceramics at the Kansas City Art Institute.

www.jeffwhyman.com

He also fell under the influence of his teachers
and of Voulkos, and he is loyal to those
individuals. He and Voulkos had in common
their first art expression being painting, their
discovery of a feeling for clay, and their move
to metal sculpture as a means to larger scale. It
was Voulkos who urged Whyman to return to
clay after years of concentrating on steel.
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“Joy Chair”
Andrea Maxim
CHAIRTOBEBOLD

Before Photo
About the Designer: CHAIRTOBEBOLD, “Art you can sit on” is the inspiration of Andrea Maxim, a resident of
Boca Raton, Florida. I designed the first chair for myself as I was inspired by an antique wing chair in my home
and thought covering it in many beautiful fabrics would be the finishing piece of art to complete my decor.
Seeing the completed chair was so exciting that I decided to design more and share my pieces of art with the
world. I hunt for used, worn out and antique chairs and make them into beautiful statement pieces of art to
enhance any room in your home. All chairs are rebuilt from the inside out and covered in multiple, high end,
limited run, upholstery grade fabrics. Every chair has its own unique personality and name… no two are alike.
Exciting to look at, comfortable to sit in, a WOW factor piece, do you CHAIR TO BE BOLD?
Description of Entry: My design entry is an old wingback chair I found in a thrift shop.
Broken arms, tired seat springs and cushions beckoned me to purchase the old wingback and give her an
extreme makeover.
This piece is named JOY as it gives joy and a big smile to all who have seen her.
Beautiful patterns and fabrics along with electric blue welting give JOY much pizzaz!

